Dissipation dynamics of field-free molecular alignment for symmetric-top molecules: Ethane (C2H6).
The field-free molecular alignment of symmetric-top molecules, ethane, induced by intense non-resonant linearly polarized femtosecond laser pulses is investigated experimentally in the presence of collisional relaxation. The dissipation dynamics of field-free molecular alignment are measured by the balanced detection of ultrafast molecular birefringence of ethane gas samples at high pressures. By separating the molecular alignment into the permanent alignment and the transient alignment, the decay time-constants of both components are quantified at the same pressure. It is observed that the permanent alignment always decays slower compared to the transient alignment within the measured pressure range. This demonstrates that the propensity of molecules to conserve the orientation of angular momentum during collisions, previously observed for linear species, is also applicable to symmetric-top molecules. The results of this work provide valuable information for further theoretical understanding of collisional relaxation within nonlinear polyatomic molecules, which are expected to present interesting and nontrivial features due to an extra rotational degree of freedom.